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Introduction

Let ;Hg be the moduli space of stable curves of genus g. In [7], Mumford
showed that the Chow group of ,,#g (with rational coefficients) has a ring
structure by intersection products when the characteristic is 0, using the fact
that ;Hg is étale locally a quotient of a smooth variety by a finite group, and
globally a quotient of a Cohen-Macaulay scheme.

Later, Vistoli gave a more elegant explanation, introducing the notion of
Alexander schemes. In [9], Vistoli says "the class of Alexander schemes is a
reasonable answer to the question of what is the most natural general class of
schemes that behave like smooth schemes from the point of view of intersection
theory with rational coefhcients." For example, the Chow group of Alexander
schemes (tensored with Q) has a ring structure by intersection products. In
[10], he showed that if a scheme X is étale locally a quoient of a smooth
scheme by a finite group, then X is Alexander (in characteristic 0). Hence ;Hg
is an Alexander scheme, its Chow group has intersection products with rational
coefficients, and we do not need a Cohen-Macaulay covering.

In this paper, we will investigate when a scheme is Alexander. The goals are
as follows.

(1) Define Alexander schemes in such a way that Vistoli’s claim above is

clear from the definition, and prove that our definition is (almost) equivalent
to Vistoli’s definition.

(2) To give a practical criterion to check whether or not a given variety is
Alexander.

(3) To define a notion of Alexander morphisms so that a scheme is

Alexander if and only if the structure map X -+ Spec K is an Alexander

morphism.

Let us look at ( 1 ) -(3) more precisely.

(1) When X is a smooth variety, the diagonal map Ax: X --+ X x X is a

regular imbedding, so we have a pull-back LBÍ: A*(X x X) -+ A*X. In [2],
Fulton explains all the good properties of smooth varieties only using this
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pull-back. For example, the intersection product [V]. [W] is defined to be

A*([ V x W]) E A*X.
In this paper, we will define an Alexander scheme to be a variety that has a

"pull-back" A*: A *(X x X),, --+ A X,, (see Definition 1.1 and Remark 1.2). So
once we tensor all the Chow groups with Q, then the results in [2] for smooth
varieties are valid for Alexander schemes. It is a consequence of our main
theorem that this definition is (almost) equivalent to Vistoli’s definition

(Theorem 4.2, Corollary 4.5).
(2) When x : À - X is a resolution of singularities, then we will show that

X is Alexander if and only if there is a "pull-back" n* A*XQ --+ A*XQ
(Definition 4.1). The pull-back n* lives in A(X --+ X)Q which is easier to

calculate than A(X - X x X), in which A* lives, so it is more practical to use
this criterion.

(3) We will define the notion of Alexander morphisms (Definition 2.1). It

satisfies the following properties (i) -(iv).

(i) A scheme X is Alexander if and only if the structure morphism
X --+ Spec K is an Alexander morphism (Cor. 2.5).

(ii) A composition of Alexander morphisms is an Alexander morphism
(Prop. 2.3).

(iii) The property to be an Alexander morphism is stable under base

extensions (Prop. 2.3).
(iv) Smooth morphisms are Alexander (Cor. 2.2).

In particular from these properties, we can see that

(a) products of Alexander schemes are Alexander,
(b) open subschemes of Alexander schemes are Alexander.

As an application of our results, we will find a criterion for a cone X over a
smooth projective variety S to be Alexander. In particular, we will prove that
the cone X over a surface S is Alexander if and only if A*S Q[cl(m(l»].
One exciting implication is that when S is Mumford’s fake projective plane [6],
then the cone is Alexander if and only if Bloch’s conjecture holds for S, namely
AOS -- Z.
The author is grateful to the referee and A. Vistoli for useful and thoughtful

comments and advices. Theorem 5.3 emerged from a conversation with S.

Bloch.

Notations and conventions.

A*X is the Chow group of X tensored with Q, and A(X - Y) is the group
of the bivariant classes (see [2, Chap. 17]), tensored with Q.

All schemes are algebraic schemes over a fixed field K. We assume the

existence of resolutions of singularities (e.g., char K = 0). A variety is an integral
scheme.
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The notation as in Fig. 1 means that there is a morphism X -+ Y and a is
an element of A(X - Y).

Orientation [ f ] E A(X - Y) is the bivarient class determined by the pull-
back f *, for example, when f is flat, a regular imbedding or a locally complete
intersection [see 2, § 17.4].

1. Définition of Alexander schemes

DEFINITION 1.1. Let X be a scheme. Consider the situation as in Fig. 2,
where f : X - Spec x is the structure morphism, Ax is the diagonal morphism
and n, 1 and n2 are the projections. If each connected component of X is

pure-dimensional (we need this condition to have the flat pull-back, see [2, Ex.
1.7.1]), then there exist the orientation (i.e., the class defined by the pull-backs)
[ f ] E A(X - Spec x) and its pull-backs [ni] E A(X x X 2013 X), i = 1, 2.
We say that X is Alexander when X satisfies the following conditions (1) and

(2):

(1) Each connected component of X is pure-dimensional (so that [ni]’s are
well defined);

(2) for the diagonal morphism Ax as in Fig. 2, there exists a class

c c- A(X -&#x3E; X x X) such that c.[nlJ = c.[n2] = 1 in A(X -+X) = A*X.

REMARK 1.2. We will show that the class cEA(X -+ X x X) in 2) is unique
if it exists (Cor. 3.5). So we can regard c as the orientation of the diagonal
morphism (for example, if X is smooth, then c is the orientation of the regular
imbedding Ax). This c determines the pull-back
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REMARK 1.3. All the nice properties of the Chow groups of smooth varieties
are deduced from the existence of the pull-back OX, or [Ax] E A(X - X x X)
(at least, the properties that are explained in [2]). Therefore all the statements
in [2] for smooth varieties are valid for Alexander schemes once we tensor all
the Chow groups with Q.

REMARK 1.4. We will show that when X is an Alexander scheme, each
connected component of X is not only pure dimensional, but also irreducible
(Cor. 4.5).

2. Alexander morphisms

DEFINITION 2.1. A morphism f : X - Y together with a class c c- A (X ---&#x3E; Y)
is called an Alexander morphism if for any morphism 9: S -&#x3E; Y, the following
condition (*) is satisfied for the base extension i:’xx--+S together with
c E A(S xx ---&#x3E; S).

( *) For any morphism T --+ sxx, the homomorphism defined by taking
the product with qJ*c

is bijective (see Fig. 3).

COROLLARY 2.2. (i) A smooth morphism f together with its orientation [ f ] is

an Alexander morphism.
(ii) A universal homeomorphism f together with its orientation [ f ] (see

[4, Lemma 3.8]) is an Alexander morphism.
Proof. Both classes are stable under base extensions, so we have only to show

(*) when ç = id. The bijectivities are proved in [2, Prop. 17.4.2] for (i), and
[4, Lemma 3.8] for (ii). D

PROPOSITION 2.3. (i) The composition of Alexander morphisms is an Alexan-
der morphism.
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(ii) A base extension of an Alexander morphism is an Alexander morphism.
Proof Straightforward. For details, see [3, Cor. 3.2.3.9]. D

PROPOSITION 2.4. Let f : X -+ Y be a morphism and c E A(X -+ Y) an element
of the bivariant Chow group. Consider the situation as in Fig. 4; then (1) and (2)
are equivalent:

(1) f is an Alexander morphism together with c.
(2) There exists l5EA(X -+Xy x X) such that b.fl*C = l5.f2*c = 1 E A*X.

Proof (1)=&#x3E;(2). Assume that f together with c is Alexander. Then

nt : x x -+ X with fi*c is also Alexander by Prop. 2.3(ii). Therefore

fOnt: x x -+ Y with f2*C c is again Alexander by Prop. 2.3(i). Let C be the
class C = f2*c.c = fl*c.cEA(XX -+ Y) (the equality follows from

[2, Ex. 17.4.4]). Because f 0 nI 1 with C is Alexander, we have a bijection
- . C: A(X -+ x X) -+ A(X -+ Y) c. So define à e A(X - § ) to be the class
that satisfies à . C = c. Let us show that à . fi*c = à . f?c = 1. Because

C = fi*c . c = f?c . c, à . fi*c . c = à . f?c . c = à . C = c. Because f : X - Y with c
is Alexander, the class d E A*X = A(X -+ X) that satisfies d . c = c in A(X -+ Y)
is unique. Each of l5. fl*c, [). f2*C and 1 E A * X satisfies this condition, so they
must coincide.

(2) =&#x3E; (1). It is easy to check that the condition (2) is stable under base

extensions, so, we have only to show that, for any morphism 03C8 : T- X,
the homomorphism -. c : A(T - X) - A(T - Y) is bijective. One can mimic
the proof of [2, Prop. 17.4.2] to show the bijectivity. For details, see

[3, Prop. 3.2.4]. D

COROLLARY 2.5. Assume that each connected component of a scheme X is
pure dimensional. Then X is Alexander if and only if f : X - Spec x together with
its orientation [ f] is an Alexander morphism.

Proof Because [nI] and [n2] are pull-backs of [ f ], the condition (2) of

Prop. 2.4 is equivalent to the condition (2) of Definition 1.1. D

REMARK 2.6. In Corollary 2.5, if f: X -+ Spec x is an Alexander morphism
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with some class c E A(X --+ Spec K), then one can show that f together with [ f ]
is also Alexander, hence X is Alexander. For details, see [3, Prop. B2]. We do
not use this result in this paper.

REMARK 2.7. (i) From Corollary 2.5 and Proposition 2.3, it easily follows
that the product of Alexander schemes is also an Alexander scheme.

(ii) From Corollary 2.5 and Corollary 2.2, it follows that when X is

Alexander and a morphism f : Y - X is smooth, then Y is also Alexander. In
particular, open subschemes of Alexander schemes are Alexander.

3. Alexander schemes in the sensé of Vistoli

DEFINITION 3.1. Let X be an equi-dimensional scheme. We say that X is an
Alexander scheme in the sense of Vistoli when for any morphism T - X, the
evaluation homomorphism A(T --+ X) -&#x3E; A* T which sends c e A(T X) to

c n [X] E A*T is an isomorphism ([9, Def. 2.1]).

REMARK 3.2. In [9], the definition of Alexander scheme has one more

condition, namely the commutativity. In this paper, because we assume the
existence of resolutions, the commutativity is automatically satisfied. See [2,
Ex. 17.4.4] or [3, Rem. 3.1.1.1 and A.3.3] for details.

REMARK 3.3. Assume that the characteristic of the base field K is 0. When a

variety X has quotient singularities étale locally, then X is an Alexander

scheme in the sense of Vistoli [10, Cor. 6.4]. Later, we will show that Vistoli’s
definition is equivalent to ours for varieties (Corollary 4.5), so such varieties
are Alexander schemes in our sense, too.

LEMMA 3.4. If a pure-dimensional scheme X is an Alexander scheme, then X
is Alexander in the sense of Vistoli.

Proof. If X is an Alexander scheme, then the structure morphism
f:X --- Spec x together with [ f ] is an Alexander morphism by Corollary 2.5.
For any morphism T --+ X, the evaluation map _ n [X] : A (T - X) - A*T is
the same as the map (-’ Cf]) n [Spec x]. By definition of Alexander mor-
phisms, -. [fJ : A(T --+ X) A(T -&#x3E; Spec K) is bijective, and by [2, Prop.
17.3.1], _ n [Spec K]: A(T Spec K) - A*T is also bijective. Therefore the
evaluation map _ n [X] is bijective, hence X is an Alexander scheme in the
sense of Vistoli. D

COROLLARY 3.5. If X is an Alexander scheme, then CE A(X ---&#x3E; X x X) in

Definition 1.1, 2) is unique.
Proof. Because c. [ni] = 1, we have c n [X x X] = c n ([nJ n [X]) = [X].

By Remark 2.7(i), X x X is also Alexander, hence Alexander in the sense of
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Vistoli by Lemma 3.4. Therefore, the evaluation map A(X ---&#x3E; X x X) - A*X
is bijective and such a class c is unique. ~

4. Main result

DEFINITION 4.1. When n: X -+ X is a proper surjective morphism from
a smooth scheme X, then a class CE A(X -+ X) is called the orientation of

n if c n [X] = [X] E A*X. We will see that such c is unique if it exists

(Remark 4.6).

Theorem 4.2. Let X be a scheme. Then (1)-(5) are equivalent:

(1) X is an Alexander scheme.
(2) Each of the connected components of X is pure-dimensional and the

structure morphism X ---&#x3E; Spec K together with the orientation is an Alexander

morphism.
(3) Each connected component of X is an Alexander scheme in the sense of

Vistoli.

(4) For any proper surjective morphism n: X -+ X from a smooth scheme X, n
has an orientation: there is a class CE A (X -+ X) such that c n [X] = [X ]
(Definition 4.1).

(5) There exists a proper surjective morphism n : X -+ X from a smooth scheme
X such that n has an orientation: there is a class CE A(X -+ X) such that

c n [X] = [X].
Proof (1) and (2) are equivalent by Corollary 2.5. (1) Implies (3) by Lemma

3.4. (3) Implies (4) by definition: if X is Alexander in the sense of Vistoli, then
for the morphism n: X ---&#x3E; X, the evaluation homomorphism A(X -+ X) - A*X
is an isomorphism, therefore, there exists CE A(X -+ X) such that ev (c) =
c n [X] = Because we assume the existence of resolutions, (4) implies (5).
We have only to show that (5) implies (1). We have a proper surjective

morphism n: X -+ X and a class c E A(X -+ X) such that c n [X] = [X].
First, let us show that each connected component of X is pure dimensional.

Actually, we will show that it is irreducible.

LEMMA 4.3. Let Z c X be an irreducible component that intersects with

another irreducible component Y. Then there is no class d E A(Z ---&#x3E; X) such that
d n [X] = [Z].

Proof. Assume that such a class d exists. Then d decomposes into

d = Ea’ ô X di where di E Ai(Z -+ X) by [2, Ex. 17.3.3], and it is easy to see that
do n [X] = do n m [Z] = [Z] where m is the multiplicity of Z in X. So we
may assume that d E A°(Z - X) and dlz n [Z] = 1/m [Z]. As Z is connected,
A°(Z - Z) &#x26;é Q by [4, Prop. 3.10], and dlz corresponds to 1/m. At the same
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time, the restriction of d to Y is 0 because dlyEAO(Z n Y---&#x3E; Y) == 01. Take a
point PEZ n 1’: then in AOp  Q, (d Iz) Ip = 1/m and (d 1 y) p = 0, which contra-
dicts to the functoriality of the pull-backs. D

LEMMA 4.4. If the condition (5) holds, then each connected component of X is
irreducible, hence pure-dimensional.

Proof Assume that X has an irreducible component Z that intersects with
another irreducible component Y Take Z z x -x, then there exists a cycle
O:EA*Z such that (nlz)*O: = [ZJ (because Z -&#x3E; Z is proper surjective, the

proper push-forward A*Z --+ A*Z is surjective, see [4, Prop. 1.3]). Because X
is smooth, there is a class JE A(Z --+ X) such that d n [X] _ [Z]. Define
d = (n 12) *(j - c) in A(Z ---&#x3E; X), then d n [XJ = [Z], but it cannot happen by
Lemma 4.3. D

Now, we have to construct a class ô c- A(X -&#x3E; X x X) that satisfies the

condition (2) of Definition 1.1.
Because n is proper surjective, n*:A*,C,A*X is surjective by [4, Prop.

1.3]. Let y E A*X be a class such that n*y = [X]. Let 00FF E A*X be the class that
satisfies y n [X] = y, and define b E A(,X --+ X) to be Y’ c. Because b n [X] = y,
7t*(b " [X]) = [X].

In the situation as in Fig. 5, let us define àeA(X --+ X x X) to be

n*([xJ’ (c x b)) where [Ag] is the orientation of the regular imbedding Ag.
We will show that this ô satisfies the condition (2) of Definition 1.1.
We have to show that b’[nlJ = b.[n2] = 1 in A*X. In order to show that

b’ [7r,] = 1 it is enough to show that (b’ [7r,]) n [X] _ [XJ because n* is

injective ([4, Lemma 2.1]), and 1 E A * X is the unique element that satisfies
1 n [X] = [X]. Consider the diagram in Fig. 6 where n, and ny are the same
morphism n:,’ --- &#x3E; X, but 7r, is horizontal and ny is vertical in the diagram.

Let us calculate (ô - [n,]) n [X] .

Fig. 5.
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Therefore l5. [nl] = 1.
The proof of ô - ln2l = 1 is similar. For details, see [3, Th. 3.3]. D

COROLLARY 4.5. A connected scheme X is Alexander if and only if it is

Alexander in the sense of Vistoli. In this case, X is irreducible. ~

REMARK 4.6. In Definition 4.1, if an orientation CE A(X --+ X) exists, then
such a classs c is unique. Actually, if an orientation c exists, then by Theorem
4.2, each connected component of X is an Alexander scheme in the sense of
Vistoli. Therefore, the evaluation map _ n [X] : A(X -&#x3E; X) - A*X is bijective.
In particular, the class c e A(X --+ X) that satisfies c n [X] = [X] is unique.

REMARK 4.7. The property to be Alexander is étale local, i.e., if {ni: U i --+ X}
is an étale covering, then X is Alexander if and only if all U,’s are Alexander.
For Zariski case, see [3, Th. 5.2]. Etale case will appear elsewhere.

Fig. 6.
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5. Cônes over smooth varieties

In [9], Vistoli proved that a curve is Alexander if and only if it is geometrically
unibranch, and a normal surface over a perfect field is Alexander if and only if
the exceptional divisor of its desingularization consists only of rational curves.
On the other hand, in the early 60’s, Zobel already found that a Weil divisor
and a curve in the cone over P’ x pl do not have natural intersection number,
and hence we see that it cannot be Alexander. In this section, we will find a
condition for a cone X over a smooth projective variety S to be Alexander:
When X is Alexander, then A*S xé Q[tJ/(tn+l) where n = dim(S), and t =
c,«9(l». Moreover when S is a surface, this is a sufficient condition for X to
be Alexander.

Let S c pm be a smooth projective variety, embed P’ c pm + 1 as a hyper-
plane, take a point P E pm + l outside the hyperplane, and let X be the cone over
S with the vertex P. Then P is the only singular point of X, and if n : X --+ X is
the blowing-up along P, then n is a desingularization, the exceptional divisor
E is canonically isomorphic to S, and C (E) JE Ôs( - 1).
THEOREM 5.1. Notations are as above. If X is Alexander, then the Chow ring
A*S is Q[tJ/(tn+l) where n = dim(S), and t = cl(CD(l)).

Proof. We start by restating our criterion in terms of the Chow group of S.

LEMMA 5.2. X is Alexander if and only if there is a cycle l5 E A*(S x S) and
{3 E A* S such that (i) and (ii) below are satisfied:

(i) p * ô = 0, where p 1 : S x S --+ S is the first projection.
(ii) c j(p* (9(l» n b + p!{3 = [As] where p2 : S x S --+ S is the second projection

and [As] is the cycle of the diagonal.

Proof. By Theorem 4.2, X is Alexander if and only if there exists

cEA(X --+ X) such that c n [X] _ [X]. We use [4, Th. 3.1] to compute
A(X --+ X): In Fig. 7, n*: A(X --+ X) - A(X x x X --+ X) is injective, and

a E A(X X x X - X) lies in the image of n* if and only if i *a E A(E x E ---&#x3E; E) lies

Fig. 7.
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in the image of n*: A(E - P) - A(E x E --+ E).
As P and E are non-singular, the evaluation maps A(E --+ P) --+ A*E and

A(E x E - E) --+ A*(E x E) are bijective [2, Prop. 17.4.2], and 7rE corresponds
to the pull-back p i .

If c n [X] = [X], then (rc*c) n [X] = [Ag] + j*b for some b E A*(E x E)
with nl*j*b = 0. As E --+ X has a section, it implies Pl*b = 0.

Conversely, for some cycle £5 E A*(E x E) with Pl* b = 0, taking the bivariant
class c so that cn[X] == [A,X] + j* ô, if c comes from some bivariant class

c E A(X --+ X), namely n*c = c, then c n [X] = [X] by the projection formula.
When c n [X] _ [OX] + j* , c=7r*c for some c if and only if

([Ag] + j*(5)gE = ptP for some PEA*E by [4, Th. 3.1]. The intersection
([OX] + j*(5)kE is lAE] + cl(p* (9(- 1» n (5, so the condition is satisfied if and
only if [DE] = ci(PIbÙ(1)) n £5 + Ptfl for some fi. As E is isomorphic to S,
Lemma 5.2 is proved. D

Now, if X is Alexander, then we have band fi as in Lemma 5.2. Consider
[As] = cl(p*(9(l» n b + ptfl as a correspondence from S to itself, then its
action on the Chow group A* S is the identity. Let us take a d-cycle y E AdS,
then

where we consider l5 E A*(S x S) as a correspondence, and ({3, y) is the inter-
section number. If d  n = dim(S), then ({3, y) = 0 and y = cl(m(l» n (ô *7),
so cl«9(1» n -:Ad IlS ---&#x3E;AdS is surjective for d = 0, 1,..., n - 1, and

cl(m(l»n n _ : A,, S --&#x3E; AOS is bijective, so the Chow ring of S is generated by
cl(m(l» over A°S &#x26;é 0. D

THEOREM 5.3. If S is a surface over an algebraically closed field, the converse
of Theorem 5.1 holds: If A*S xé Q [t]/(t3), then a cone over S is Alexander.

Proof. If A*S ^-_r Q [t]/(t3), then q = dim(Pic(S» = 0, and Pg = 0 by [5], so
the cycle map A*S -&#x3E; H2*(S, Q) is bijective. Let us consider the Chow group
A*(S x S). As the exterior product AoS Q9 A,S --+ AO(S x S) is surjective (the
image contains the generators), A,(S x S) xé Q. By [1], the homologically
equivalent to 0 part of A2(S x S) is representable by some Abelian variety A,
and by [8], A satisfies 2 dim(A)  dim H3(S x S, Q) = 0, so A2(S x S) ^--,
H4(S x S, Q). So by writing [D] = ci «9 (1» n [S], we have

where (D, D) is the intersection number. Hence
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satisfy the conditions of Lemma 5.2. 0

Such a surface S must satisfy q = p9 = 0, and p (S) - 1. So far, the only
known examples are p2 and Mumford’s fake projective plane [6]. If Bloch’s
conjecture holds for the fake projective plane S, namely AoS ^-_ Q, then the
cone over S is Alexander.

CONJECTURE 5.4. If S is a smooth variety and A*S = Q[t]j(tn+l), then the
cone over S is Alexander.
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